13 Julius Caesar
So, Julius Caesar, who created so much
of the chaos you just read about,
convinced everyone he was the man to
overcome that same chaos! Hitler,
who fervently idealized ancient Rome,
used this ploy to his cruel advantage,
and so have other leaders. This only
adds to Julius Caesar’s impact on
history, for Caesar not only moved
Rome from a republic to an empire,
but he reached a level of control and
influence that has tantalized powerhungry leaders ever since! Don’t
believe me? Well, think about this!
Caesar’s very name has come to stand
for power. You see, later, the Russians
would call their supreme monarch
czar, their form of Caesar; likewise,
the German monarch was the kaiser,
their form of Caesar! Do you get it?
Do you see why you must understand
Caesar if you’re to understand Rome?!

ThinkWrite 8: “Let’s bring it home!”
Take all that you’ve researched–the consequences of
bad government, the importance of higher laws,
God’s instructions to rulers–and let’s bring it home.
If you’re an American, how does America measure
up? If you’re an Australian or Canadian, etc., how
does your nation measure up?
You can benefit our world by understanding how
Julius Caesar shifted Rome from a republic to an
empire (dictatorship), for that’s quite a feat. Could it
happen in your nation? How solid is your republic
(or commonwealth)? Are there any forces moving
your nation toward tyranny?
Are modern
Americans (Canadians, etc.) like the Romans of
Julius Caesar’s day? Do many hope the government
will take care of them? Do many seek only
entertainment? Do many ignore the responsibility
for moral decisions, leaving it to those in power to
decide big issues? What are your nation’s Big 2
Beliefs, and what does that say about your own
nation’s future?

You must, then, do some hard
thinking. Did civil war end after his
rule? Did he solve Rome’s problems?
Did his efforts earn him a peaceful
life? If not, why does the world
esteem him so? (Do ThinkWrite 8 while investigating Caesar.)
And while you’re studying the real issues in Julius Caesar’s life, think about this:
God says, “Blessed are the gentle, for they shall inherit the earth.” Why does God
insist that all people be treated decently? You already know! It’s because all
people are created in His image and have value (Big Belief 2). Now, if a person
doesn’t believe this truth of God’s, they often believe the total opposite–that might
makes right. In other words, if you’re strong enough to do what you want, then
you’ve got the right to. That’s why people have enslaved, abused, and belittled
others throughout history. These people believe that nice guys finish last, but
God says nice guys will receive what the tough guys have been chasing–they’ll
inherit the earth! The gentle don’t have to fight for it; God ultimately gives it to
them as an inheritance!
Ask most adults about Julius Caesar and you’ll probably find they only remember
the date of his death. But you need to take into your adulthood the reason for his
death, and what it teaches us about government and freedom and truth!
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